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STANDARD TYPE SEVENTY-FIVE
Equipped with Pneumatic Tires

Triple Combination Pumping, Chemical
and Hose Car
750 Gallons Capacity -

Rotary Gear Pump

AMJR~Iblli~f!EEENGINE COMPANY. Im1
ELMIRA. NEW YORK. U.s.A.

• SPECIFICA TIONS •

• Introductory •
The fire apparatus herein specified is built entirely in our factory and is designed and
constructed e~pecially for heavy fire service. The design includes the latest improvements
and best practice known ill motor apparatus construction, embodying the refinement and
simplicity in detail, distribution of load and general construction which are essential in
producing a successful chassis capable of withstanding the severe and manifold strains of
hard and prolonged fire service. The labor and material entering into this construction
are of the finest obtainable. The mechanical features of this apparatus combine the best
points known to the automotive industry, and anticipate future developments. In order
that the best results may be obtained, the minor details of construction such as sizes, dimensions and weights of the various structural units are to be left to the discretion of the manufacturer.
.......;.~--------,.-
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otor embodies through
It is water-cooled b
orsepower, 105. .

y highest standards of
circulation. The bore

~---------The cylinders are of "T"headdesign, .cast in pairs, of the very finest,specially selected
grey iron, with inlet and eXhaust valves on opposite sides. The cylinders are bored and
ground by special machinery, insuring perfect finish. The cylinders, being machined,
drilled, bored and ground injigs and templates, are interchangeable.
The ample water passages are cast integral with the cylinder casting; are large, and so
designed that the cooling water is taken in on the exhaust or hot side of the motor and discharged from the top over the combustion chamber. The water-jacket covers on top of
the cylinders provide a large space for cooling water, and form an outlet to radiator. The
c()v~rs ntay be readily removed for inspection of cylinder castings. The large opening on
top of the cylinders gives better facility for supporting water-jacket cores, and insures more
perfect castings. It likewise admits of a thorough cleaning out of core sand from the water
pai)sages. Large valve areas and ample clearance over valves are features of the design.
The aluminum main or upper half of crank-case is made entirely in one unit and prowith numerous ribs, giving added strength without excess of weight. It is hung by
oint suspension, resting directly upon the main frame. Through the medium of forged
rms, . the front arm .supports the crank-case by a yoke arid pin arrangement. The
. is attached solidly to the crank-case. This casting is machined throughout
ates and jigs, giving perfect alignment and interchangeability. The lower half
-case (which is also made of aluminum) forms the oil reservoir and support for
It is easily removable, and when removed, any desired adjustment of the
d connecting rod bearings Can be quickly made.
ghtextension of the crank-case forms a housing for the timing gears. This
gives quiet-running gears, good lubrication, and very little wear.

~-------------'-"""'--n pistons are machined and ground to gauge, and grooved to take three
d, lap-jointed piston rings. The piston rings are ground to the diameter
and to the width of the piston ring groove. The piston pins are of
ed and ground, ~nd are held in place .in the piston by a locking bolt.
n.pin bearing, 27.:( inches. Diameter, 1~ inches.
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.ckel steel, heat-treated,· and all bearings
integral flange of liberal proportions,
steel forging with integral rack for
, is balanced, and the weights of
ocating parts of the motor
ar. The crankshaft and
e, affording ample bearing
rate alignment by dowel
f each bearing cap. These
d feature. Number
of center bearing,
are provided with oil

'ng rods of drop-forged, I-section, special
The connecting rod cap is drop-forge
s are drilled, reamed in jigs, and the cap i
fixture which insures all rods being inter
p to a. perfect bearing. The caP is held
. . One pin is located at each side and at opposi
ature following the
on to the regular bearing cap bolts and are an a
ctlce. The nickel-steel bearing cap bolts have castle nuts with cotterpins to lock
he design and proportions of the rod, and the material used in its manufacture,
e it against any strains that could possibly arise.
Length of connecting-rod-bearing bushing, 378 inches.
Diameter of connecting-rod-bearing bushing, 2% inches.
Length of piston-pin bushing, 2% inches.
Diameter of piston-pin bushing, 1~ inches.

~
he valves are chrome nickel steel on the inlet side, and tungsten steel on the exhaust
e.motor. The valves are turned and accurately ground to the size and lapped into
seats. Inlet and exhaust valves on opposite sides of motor, mechanically
se arate camshafts. All valves and valve springs are interchangeable. The
es are of cast-iron, and the valve-lifters are of steel, hardened and ground.
e valve-lifters allows provision for adjustment by means of a set screw with
. means a perfect timing of valve lift is obtained. The valve-lifters and
geable for both inlet and exhaust. A large valve cap is located over
g of accessibility and easy removal of the valves, .also allowing inder valves, etc.
'
let and exhaust valves, 378 inches.
ft, -h inch.
two of these. These are machined from a selid bar with integral cams and
ed and ground to absolute accuracy. Banka babbitt bearings of generous
ere is. one large bearing on the front end of each shaft; the remainder of
ed by three other bearings of generous proportions. Sizes of bearings

'.
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SPECIFICA TIONS •

Cut integral on the inlet camshaft is a spiral gear for driving the oil-pump.
haust camshaft is arranged with a compression relief.

The ex-

~-----------

The timing gears are drop-forged, of special steel, have a face width of 1;!1 inches, and
the teeth are of a fine pitch. This gives a very quiet-running gear with good bearing surface, insuring long wear. The cams
gears are securely bolted to an integral flange
on the camshaft. The gears driving
magneto and the centrifugal water-pump are located on opposite sides of the motor, meshing with the timing gears. These are carried on
shafts supported on two widely spaced annular ball-bearings. All gears are enclosed in an
oil-tight extension of the crank-case.
For powerful motors running under hi
ompression, a compression relief permitting
of easy cranking is necessary for startin
ccomplished in our motor by shifting
the exhaust camshaft slightly forwa
into contact with the exhaust valvelifters a toe, ground integral on the ca
ifts each valve during the compression
period of its respective
. . thus
Ive and allowing some of the compresescape.
ifting
ft is accomplished by a lever advantasion mixtu
geously 10
. After the motor is started, the compression relief may be immediately
thrown in again, which automatically shifts camshaft back into the running position.

~-----------

The carburetor is of the float feed type, automatic auxiliary air-intake, simple of
construction and giving uniform mixture at all speeds of the motor. It is fitted with a
, steering column air control for starting.

------------....... ~
Owing to the class of fuel now obtainable, a carefully-designed fuel-heating arrangementhas been perfected. Hot air is carried through flexible steel tubing to the primary air
intake of the carburetor. This hot air makes the mixture obtained more combustible, insuring quick and efficient action with a cold motor.

~----------The throttle valve is controlled by a hand-lever at steering wheel and by foot accelerator
pedal. Spark advance is controlled by lever at steering wheel. In both throttle and spark
advance controls, the rods are fitted with adjustable ball-and-socket joints, doing away with
any lost motion.
.
~
Ignition is furnished by a high-tension magneto and an auxiliary battery system.
All ignition wiring is carried in metal conduits, the cables being of high-grade insulated
of the most approved design. Each wire end is fitted with a terminal which is pressed
ered in place. This construction prevents loose strands of wire being exposed, and
idbreakage encountered without integral terminals.
e ignition switch and battery coil are permanently mounted in convenient positions
dash. ~
~
_

. .....,..---------

rication of the motor is by a self-contained system of the combined pressure and
The lower half of the crank-case acts also as an oil reservoir. This reservoir,
el,carries about five gallons of oil. An oil level indicator consisting of a copper
provides a ready means of ascertaining the amount of oil contained. In adre are two level or try cocks on the reservoir. One of these is the lowehigh-Ievel cock. Besides the above a pressure gauge is installed on the
times indicates the pressure being maintained in the system.

•
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• SPECIFICA TIONS •

The oil-pump is a separate unit bolted
lower half of crank-case, It is accessible,
easy to remove and replace without distur
parts. The oil-pump is of the gear
type, an~ is driven by spiral gears an
intake. camshaft.
Cast integral with the
onstant level oil-troughs.
The oil is pum ed from
ich feeds each individual
trough. An
.ase feeds oil by individual
leads to the
so arranged that the lower
half of the
any part of the system. Replacement of th1s
manner. .
Th
ectin
ach revolution, with the result that a
heavy
ut the cr k-case. This includes the
cylin
also
onnecting rods and camsh
The heaVYQil
nca es t e timing
at the front end of
motor, the crankshaft drive gear ope
an oil bath retain
this point by the dedrains by gravity
the reservoir.
sign of the crank-case. The surplus 01
The oil is in continual circulation.
t is passed through a fine mesh screen at each
circulation, insuring against any foreign matter entering the pump. This system does not
require any attention whatever during the operation of the apparatus, excepting to add
additional oil as needed through the breather-pipe. The oiling system is a type which insures the reliability necessary on fire apparatus, and is designed for hard and continual
service.

®-------+-+---------

g is by a positive circulating system, with gear-driven cen
tor crank-case. The pump body is cast in two pieces, with cast
. peller. The
or has a large frontal area. A fan driven by a laminated "V" belt and arranged with
aS1 Ie belt adjustment, is mounted on annular ball-bearings at forward end of cylinders
just back of radiator.

Type 75 Motor - Inlet Side

Type 75 Motor - Exhaust Side

A!'\E~IGAN·ffiillANCE flREENGlNE GoxPANY.ING.
ELMlRA.NEWYOR1C U.S.A.
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Rotary Gear Pump
, the elementary parts being
The pump is of our im
two gears ru . . .
the gears extends through
, nd the other as the
the case fo
nctions of driving
follower,
.
.rotation is in
an
di tion at the inner
an
sid
ere
eth a
space at the outer
sides of the gears, and as the
th are
this water is displaced from the tooth space and force
er. As the gear
teeth are drawn out of mesh, the tooth spa
e lower or suction
side of the gears. The driving contact between the te
a water-tight
seal between the discharge and suction throughout th
too
es
are enl
at the ends of the gears, and large, free pa
Is
,
'ga free flow of water into and out of
rovision
s the building up of excessive pressure
of water in the
e teet\1 t;l.re drawn into mesh, and contribut
to the extremely
ained in this type of pump.
or dividing walls, between the relief passages in the discharge side, and
on side, are of peculiar patented form to give a perfect seal between the
Ischarge at all times, without restricting the flow of water during the disfilling of the tooth spaces. A slight clearance is provided between gears and
all sides, so that no rubbing or wearing contact is made. The gears are rigidly
by means of the double row thrust ball-bearings, so that no change of position, and
ent rubbing due to end thrust, are possible. All clearances are sufficiently restricted
vent any excessive slip, and to insure instant priming when working from extreme
tion lift.
,It will be noted from the above that the displacement of this pump is a positive, fixed
nt per revolution, and that the action, as a tooth of one gear is drawn in and out of
space in the other gear, is very similar to the action of the piston pump. The most
difference lies in the simplicity of the gear pump, the absence of valves, valve
lunger cups, crankshaft, connecting rods, etc., and the fact that the same action
d by two simple, rugged gears which are practically unbreakable, and whose
is unimpared by any small object which may be drawn through the suction strainer.
this rugged simplicity the rotary gear pump shows higher capacity efficiencies
er type of pump which is suitable to fire service.
cided advantages place it in a class by itself and fully warrant our recomat it is the most suitable type of pump for fire service.

----------

........................

~

se is made of the best quality Government bronze. The body of the
on and discharge chambers, hose connections, and churn valve body, is
in this casting. The suction and discharge connections are conveniently
side of the chassis and above the frame. The side walls or heads of the
ousings for the gear shaft bearings and are securely bolted to the pumpare strongly re-enforced by ribs which form a deep girder construction exto bottom. Bosses are provided at the ends of these ribs, which are
to match corresponding bosses in the case. Large through-bolts are
and serve the double purpose of joining the girder construction of the
yielding yoke for the resistance of distortion when pumping under high
.
stantial locating dowels, so that no shifting of heads or mis-

e.
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• SPECIFICA TIONS •
All moving parts of this pump are perfectly balanced and operate without vibration.
Theoretical1y, the discharge from the pump is perfectly uniform. In practice, however,
there is a slight variation in the discharge, the amount of which is proportionate to the size
or pitch of the gear teeth used.

-----------~
The gears are made from extra high-grade bronze alloy, specially developed by our
metal1urgists to combine strength with wearing qualities. The driving gear is keyed to its
shaft with a large, fulHengthkey, and both gears are hydraulically pressed on their shafts
and accurately cut from the shaft centers.
The driving shaft is of chrome nickel steel, special1y heat-treated for the service.
foIIower shaft is high-carbon steel, also heat-treated.

The

------------~-----------Both pumpshafts are mounted on large, double-race baIl-bearings of the heavy series.
Bearings are packed in grease and in dust-proof housings.

----------- ~

Leakage between pump-case and bearing housings is prevented by use of double-flange
leatherpackings especial1y tanned and treated for the purpose. The packings are held in
place by formed and threaded rings. This packing remains tight under all conditions, and
requires no adjustment.

----------~

At 120 lbs. pump pressure
~q
gallons
At 200 lbs. pump pressure
, 7~
gal10ns ;/[ ~
At 250 lbs. pump pressure
&t.1.0
gal1ons
The capacities named above to be delivered at a normal lift not to exceed 10 feet.
Computation of capacity is founded upon barometric pressure at sea level.

1

The pump transmission is a highly-developed and compact unit.

This transmission

doe~not interfere in any way with the operation ofthe road transmission. The transmission
~£lS~ is of rugged construction, rigidly bolted to the top of the road transmission, and is 10~~t~cldirectly behind the pump. Power is transmitted through hardened chrome nickel
~t~~l/~ears to the pump drive-shaft.
All shafting is carried in double-race ball-bearings.
~te~J,1I.7een the pump and pump transmission there is located a special double internal gear

a.1 joint. Two pump speeds are provided of ratios consistent with the necessities of
service conditions. The controlling lever for the pump is located on the right or
titlg; side of the apparatus. It is so arranged that both clutch and gears are operated
tbesame lever. Thus changing from one speed to the other cannot be effected without
. gthe clutch.

........----------~------------

£lU'l{iliary cooling system is provided to augment the regular system during pump-"
copper pipe 72 inch in diameter leads from the fire pump to the motor
water header. At the pump end of this pipe the water is controlled by
"eiljiently placed. The radiator is fitted with an extra large overflow pipe leadThe water is taken from the fire pump and circulates through the
SYEltelll channels as usual, the surplus water being discharged through the
keceping that part cool. In this way, the operator controls the temperature
medium of the valve mentioned above.
a.cc:ur:ate check on motor temperatures at all times, a Boyce motometer

~

SPECIFICA TIONS

0

An automatic relief valve controlling all discharge outlets is provided. This relief
valve is of ingenious construction and safeguards the motor from stalling when nozzles are
suddenly shut off during fires. The relief valve consists of a balanced main valve
operated by pilot valve specially designed for this purpose. The water passing from
the discharge chamber through the relief valve is returned by direct connection to the suction chamber of the pump. When the nozzle is closed a churning or circulating of the water
within the pump is automatically set up. Immediately the nozzle is opened, the valve
shuts and the pump automatically resumes delivery to the hose. This valve operates with
equal efficiency even though all discharge outlets are in use.

------------~------------

Suction inlets arid discharge outlets are located on each side of the pump. The suction
inlets are equipped with inside strainers and long-handled, air-tight caps. The discharge
outlets are gated and provided with air-tight· caps and bleeder cocks.
2 lengths of suction hose 10~' long,. #.~ .. f( . ...• internal diameter with couplings,
and to be suitably mounted.
'// z--.
One metal suction strainer.
Two metal inside pump strainers.
One double-swivel hydrant connection for attaching suction to 2~N hydrant opening
One double-swivel hydrant connection for attaching suction to large opening.
One compound-pressure gauge graduated to 120 pounds.
One water-pressure gauge graduated to 300 pounds.
One auxiliary oil supply can.
One hooded electric light illuminating pump gauges.
Two hooded electric lights under motor hood.
One churn valve, hand operated.
One swift lubricator and piping.
One suction hose coupling wrench.
One 2~ /I hose spanner.

R.otary Gear Pump

ELJ\1IRA. NEW YORK. U.S.A.

88.

• SPECIFICATIONS

The 40-gallon-c
body of this tank •
str
c
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type. The
erior copper plate,
Lake Superior
are properly
avily tinned
static test of
Itable brackets

basket
s veners arid
loaded.
be een the
1of either the
to
y, or if so dereplacement is only the

gate valves specially constnicted for the purpose.
are tinned, and after assembly, sweated in
onstruction. A two and one-half inch
bypass the tank can either be refilled
che
ose, preventing the necessity at small fires of
to the scene of the fire. The valves are so arranged that
control.
- - - - - - - - @ -~---------ing chemical equipment is furnished:
ed feet of %: If 4-ply chemical hose, coupled with heavy brass couplings.
ical shut-off nozzle of eccentric type, constructed of heaVy brass.
.
shut-off nozzle tips U" and %" in diameter.
se spanners.
soda bag.
suitably mounted.
es .heavily constructed and provided with stoppers and lifters.
c1e holder.
.
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the service, and in order
certain standards of ma
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Variations, however, in
but in order that a shop s
be had as to what the standard p

Frame

Transmission

he chassis described in a manner fitting
ely fitted and made interchangeable,
variations from the foregoing
oughout can not be permitted.
can be made to suit the customer,
at .adefinite understanding may
note the following:

The pressed cha
stand the loads
assembly of fram
hangers, front

ree speeds forward and
r controls all gear shifts,
r ~peeds.
steel, heat-treated. The
are broached, ground,
, hardened and ground.
impossible to move one
both the transmission and the
A ready means of supplyed at three points. This
weaving of main frames.
s made of chrome nickel
e squared to take the
is provided for taking
bevel gear.
re furnished.

The

wheel sprocket.
ss. The driving
and keyed to the
steel forging, and
he radius rods are of steel,
p any stretch in the chains.
and shackles are equipped
tion of all running gears and
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• SPECIFICA TIONS •
The LaFrance clutch is of multiple disc dry plate type, having a~bestos lining on steel
for friction surfaces. By means of a cam connection, the pressure of the clutch spring on
the plates is multiplied several times. This provides a drive. without any possibility of a
slip, and at the same time, permits of using a clutch spring which is easily released. This
clutch gives a gradual engagement, permitting ofsmooth starting without any tendency to
grab. The release is positive and without any drag,. thus· eliminating trouble in shifting
the transmission gears. The clutCh does not require any care beyond occasional adjustment
for wear. In case of inspection all parts are accessible by simply removing the back cover
plate.

~.----------The steering gear is of the non-reversible worm and gear type. The steering shaft and
worm of one-piece·construction are machined from solid upset bar. of special steel. The
entire mechanism is enclosed in an oil-tight. se, arid two ball-bearings are provided to take
up the thrust from the worm shaft.
of these bearings is provided to take care
of any wear. The gear is forged inte
its shaft and the shaft end is squared
to take the drop-forged steering lever. The 4a
heel is 18" in diameter, hard wood, with
serrated inside edge, giving a firm grip.
Solid drop-forged, I-section, of chrome nic.li:el steel, without welds, especially designed
for tl:le service. Timken roller-bearings in all wheels.
~._---------

The springs are semi-elliptic, front and rear. Front, 2 inches wide by 36 inches long;
rear, 272 inches by 4872 inches long. They are designed to have ample carrying capacity,
are made of special stock, and constructed to stand hard fire service. All spring plates are
arranged with a bead and slot in center to maintain alignment. Shackle bolts are provided
with Alemite nipples.
~

.....-----------

The brakes are of the external-internal type operating on drums on rear wheels, eliminating all strains from: the transmission gears and driving mechanism due to application of
brakes. 'The foot-operated service brake is an external contracting band of powerful leverage
rge area, to eliminate rapid wear. The hand-lever-operated emergency brake is an
al expanding ring and is also very powerful. The adjustments on both sets of brakes
simple and accessible. Alemite nipples are provided for the brake camshaft bearings
'usrod bearings.

~---------------

heels are of the artillery type, front and rear, and made from specially selected wood,
onstructed to withstand the strains incurred in Fire Department service. They
th heavy steel felloe bands and hubs fitted on Timken roller-bearings.. The
re of the offset spoke type allowing ample clearance for the use of skid chains.

~~~

,single; rear, dual. Selia et cct!!hien.
r. cushion types are optional.

Single front and rear dual tires of either

~---------to center of tires, front, 62 inches.. From cente to center of inside dual
hes. From center to center of outside. dual
, rear, 72U inChes.

"

Transmission

La France Clutch

ELMIRA, NEW YORK. U.S.A.
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Chassis Equipment
The hos.e body is built of heavy gauge steel plate, with heavy re-enforcements at the
comers, producing rigid construction to withstand all strains. Heavy tubing is used for
the body hand rails which run along the entire length of the body and down over the rear
end. A capacity for /2.00
feet of 272-inch fire hose is provided. The bottom of
the hose body is constructed of hard wood slats with interstices of 72 inch between slats to
allow for ventilation of the hose. These slats are so assembled that the whole wood bottom
lifts out as one piece without removing any screws, bolts, etc. This feature gives ready
accessibility when necessary to inspect parts and assemblies beneath the body. A vertical hose rolle:2ttached to eac~e of body at r
~
/1.
/7

h"4!>~ ~;X::;.
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The dash is of cast-iron, specially molded for the purpose. The front side has an integral shelf which supports the rear end of the motor hood. It is provided with cast brackets, .
and is firmly bolted to the chassis. The side facing the driver's seat serves as an instrument
board, and on this, and set into it, are th,e different switches, gauges, etc., necessary for the
operation of the apparatus.

~

The driver's seat is mounted in front of the hose body on heavy steel standards. The
seat iaof sheet metal with hard wood re-enforcements and bottom. Upholstery, induding the detachable seat cushions, is made up of hair and durable fabric to withstand
constant wettings usually received in service. Sufficient space to comfortably seat two men
is provided. The driver's seat footboards are of heavy cast aluminum sections, pyramided
to give secure footing.

@-----------

A strongly constructed gasoline tank of the latest design, ofsufficient capacity, is mounted
at the front of the body and directly back of the driver's seat. The system is of the gravity
type, with,.sufficient elevation to insure fuel at all reasonable gradients. The tank is divided
yswash plates. A large filling spud permits of filling the tank with ease, and allows ready
pection and gauging of the contents.

®
Running boards of liberal width are provided on each side, and a rear step is also atched which extends across the full width of the apparatus. All steps are substantially
. The steps are of heavy wood, covered with pyramid aluminum matting, and the
and comers are fitted with heavy metal nosing. Space provided is sufficient for two
on each running board, and three men on the rear step.

@
the front and rear wheels are amply covered by sheet-steel mud fenders of pleasing
lines. The rear fenders have flat tops and a step over the front drive sprocket.
are covered by· heavy aluminum castings. The spaces between the running
chassis and also between the rear steps and chassis are made mud-tight by
nders. Thus men and equipment are protected to the fullest extent possible.

lighting system consists of the following equipment:
ta headlights, with Warner-Patterson non-glare lenses, mounted on
ts in front and to each side of the radiator.
searchlight, mounted on a swivel bracket on the dash.
mounted on the rear step.

• SPEClFlCA TIONS
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A Westinghouse generator and Willard battery of large capacity are furnished. All
wiringis of the single-wire type, and metal armored cable is used. The head, and searchlights
have parabolic lenses. with adjustable lamp sockets of the single-contact type. All lights
are controlled by switches conveniently placed on the dash. A heavy steel battery box
with lock will be'provided to carry battery.
One heavy-steel, special me department type bumper.

- - - - - - - - - - - - @ ------'---------A large, heavily constructed locomo
trating siren horn will be furnished and mo

:2.8'

One-f~t

ell is suitably mounted. A distinctive, peneed on the dash.

@

solid side exte~sion la~der mounted on side of ~ody.
One ~ioot roof ladder Wlthfoldmg hooks, mounted on SIde of body.
Ladd~o have natural finish with ends painted black......"

-J...

/7

/-/~~//~~

t1§It

one 8·foot pike pole, mounted on the ladder brackets and finished in natural wood
with black ends, will be furnished.

~

Two 2U-gallon fire department extinguishers in proper holders and mounted in accessible position. ~ /J ~
~---r
_ ' " /J~_,

n I
_ _ _ _~_--L._eK-_~~_... 1F1l~ --=7P+~~

g

~ hard-wood cones for play pipes, mounted on rear step.

lIfli------------

Two fire department standard lanterns conveniently mounted on standards at rear
of hose body•
.......................
~
One, heavy pick back, fire department standard, suitably mounted.

- ---------

~

.... 01le, of steel, held by snaps and mounted on running board.

~----------

One, with season and reset trip odometer combined, suitably mounted on dash.

------------

........----.'----------

~
e,mounted under rear of frame and in front of rear step.

.,......,;..:...,......,;..:..

@
atusto be handsomely painted in. fine coach colors. The decorative work
in design and execution, and is to be well grounded and finished with the best
s.
colors used in the work are to be as follows:
d, A. L. F. E. Co. No. 124.
vermilion, A. L. F. E. Co. No.7.
h vermilion, A. L. F. E. Co. No.7.

'

"

-H--i-- - - - -

Diagram showing the Short Turning Radius
of American-La France Motor Fire Apparatus
A Feature of Great Importance

MER~~IEANCEfillE ENGINE COMPANY.ING.
ELJ'1IRA, NEWYORK. U,S.A.

• SPEC/FICA TIONS •
Tool Equipment
A tool-box, with waterproof lid and with a lock, wiII be mounted.

---------~-::~--:-~---------One set of tire chains for Qual wheels wiII be furnished.

t§l----------The foIIowing list of standard S. A. E. and special wrenches and other tools will be
supplied:
One 5-ton Joyce automobile jack.
One 17.:( lb. balI peen hammer.
One improved lO-inch combination pliers.
.One improved 6·inch combination pliers.
. One 8-inch screwdriver.
One .12-inch screwdriver.
One special valve cap and cylinder plug wrench.
One rod for above wrench.
One hub cap and axle nut wrench.
One No.2 adjustable spanner wrench.
One Model E. 7-inch adjustable wrench.
One Model "97. 4-inch adjustable wrench.
One adjustable face spanner wrench.
. One plug wrench.
One %" cold chisel.
One magneto wrench.
One sparkplug socket wrench.
Two extra spark plugs.
Two extra connecting links for drive chains.
o assembled center blocks for drive chains.
extra valve.
a valve spring.
11 hand oil-can with spout.
rod and water-pump header nut wrench.
ch and }/g-inch double-end engineer's wrench.
ch and H--inch double-end engineer's wrench.
ch and h-inch double-end engineer's wrench.
and 1\--inch double-end engineer's wrench.
and :r\-inch double-end engineer's wrench.
te Grease Gun and Flexible Metal Hose.
ifting Tool.

.. SPEClFlCA TIONS •
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.. SPECIFICA. TIONS •
General Information
's essential, so that we may begin early construcould be properly filled in before contract
ianee will greatly expedite matters.)
female, are to be mailed to factory at once
to secure perfect sizes. These will be reSizers for this should also be sent if pumper

.. ~.~

.

Is our Standard Steel Chemical Hose Basket to b

~~~

. . Is chemical tai:1k. to be mounte~
ting is over the body-exceptin
mounting is in front of body - if co

upplied, otis a' reef preferablei>

'n front of
with Ty
ination stan

e body? If puml'er stan.Pump and Type 39, where
mounting is under seat.
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'5. Are street or road conditions unusual?
pparatus.

.

If so, please state conditions that affect

.
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6.

What is altitude?

7.
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.To whom is apparatus to be invoiced?
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o whom is apparatus to be consigned? Same as above?
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truck, the following lettering is to be placed on truck proper:
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